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1. Introduction. 

For several years since, it is well known that in the natural vibration 

of piezoelectric oscillating crystal, there is a certain period proportional only 

to the thickness, but, as far as we are aware, no concrete explanation for 

the mode of vibration corresponding to出isperiod and how this period is 

connected to ihe physical constants of the medium. The present paper 

shows that自ucha kind of vibration, named “Thickness Vibration”for 

brevity, is due to the standing wave produced by interferenc泡 ofplane 

waves incident to and reflected from the plane boundary surfaces of the 

medium, and verifi聞もhetheoretical result渇 byseveral exampJ,es. 

2. Equations of Motions in Crystalline Media. 

We m田も firstemphasize that to solve the thickness vibr叫ionof a 

very thin crystal plate it is very important to noti田 thatthe period of 

vibration is practically dependenもuponbut the thickness of the plate, that 

is, independent upon the extent of the major surfaces of the plate ; this 

fact shows that the free vibration of such a kind is whaもcanbe realized if 

the major surfaces of the plate extendもoinfinity. 

Now the free vibration is, in gene_ral, a result of an occurrence of a 

standing wave in the medium, andもhisstanding wave is produced by the 

interference of two similar wav回 propagatingin the opposite directions, 

th叫 is,the interference of waves incidenももoand reflecもedfrom the boundary 

surfaces of the medium. 

Such is the case, the free vibration of thin crystal plate havingもWO

parallel plane boundary surfaces is due to the interference of plane waves 

incident to and reflected from th佃 eb'?undary plane自urfacesof the medium. 

In other words, in the thickness vib:r:e.tion of the crystal pl叫ebounded by 

the two infinite parallel planes the displacemenもaもanypoint in the medium 

is dependent only upon出edistanc渇 froma boundary surface and the 
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time. Therefore if the direction cosines of a normal to出etwo parallel 

plane boundary surfaces be l, 'Tn, n referred to the rectangular coordinate 

a玄esx, y, z, each componenもofdisplacement u，叫 wat any point i自 alway日

a function of .s and t only, where 

s=lx+my+nz. 、
】
ノ

噌
E－ゐ，，E

・、
Thus the general equations of motion~ in a crystalline medium, 
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p-density of the medium, 

reduce to the very simple form日：

一一（P2u＋均 ＋PRw)=p竺，
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os ct2 

P=lc1＋何時＋nc6'l 
Q=lc6＋叫＋叫，｝

R=lc6＋例ら＋ncs,J 

(4) 

where 

(5) 

in which c1, c2…… have no quantitative meaning, but in P2, PQ……ci 
is to be replaced by Cw c1c2 by c12 and so on, Cm c12，……，being the adiabatic 

elastic constants. 

Now let ~ be the displacement in the direction A, p.，ν，then 
~＝ lit ＋仰＋附. (6) 
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‘If ;., p.，νand c be自ochosen that the relations 

J.P.+μPQ+liPR=).c, l 
J.PQ+μQz＋νQR=μc, ~ 

J.PR＋ρQR十νK'＝ν＇C' J 

hold, then multiplying the three equations of ( 4) by J., μ, ?.1, and adding 

together, we have in the m倒 tcomps瓜 form:

(7) 

8宅－ c aze 
at2 p asi 

(8) 

Eliminating J., 11，νbetween the three equations of (7), we have 

Pl-c PQ PR I =0, (9) 

PQ Q2-c QR 

PR QR R宮ーc

a cubic equation determining c ; let ita roots, which are proved to be 

necessarily real and positive,1> be c1, c2, c3. When c1 is substituted in any 

two of the foregoing equations, the rati倒 ofA：ρ：νcan be derived ; let 

them be denoted by J.1：内： η，andsupぴ 即 thecorresponding value of e to 
be e1 ; with similar expressions for the other values of c. Then e1, e2 and 

es are always proved to be perpendicular to each oもhers.

The solution of (8) is a very simple matter. To determine the normal 

mode of vibration we must a飽umethat e varies回 aharmonic function 

of the time t 

e QC e'"'' 

then制 afunction Of B, e IDUSもsatisfy

(10) 

互主＋ftε＝0.
白書 c - . 

of which the complete integral is 

e=Aベげそ）＋Bsin何千）， (12) 

、‘．，，
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，，E
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where A and B are independent of s. 

Now when both boundary surfaces are free from tra瓜ions,

f=o at 凶凶叩， (13) 

we get B=O and 伽（叩J~）＝o,
1) Lord玄ELVIN: Baltimore Lectures, London 1904. 

(14) 
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from which ぷ
p

p
五

(15) 

q being intergral. 

Accordingly, the normal mode of vibration is given by equation of a form 

~＝Ac佃 （q寸）－戸S (16) 

where A is an arbitrary constant, which may be determined in the usual 

manner, when the initial value of ~ is given. 

日 is well known that we can excite one or more of the free thickness 

vibrations by applying an alternating electric field of suitable frequency in 

the direction normal to the boundary surfaces of crystal, provided the 

crystal plate is prepared so that it is piezoelectrically active; and also that 

it is sometimes p伺sibleto sustain a continuous oscillation by properly 

employing the thermionic tube circuit, the easeness of maintaining being 

considerably dependent upon the medium and the orientation ofもhe

boundary surfaces. 

Fig .. l. 
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(21) l=l, m＝π＝0, 

six quantities of (19) reduce to 

JYl=cu' 

Q2＝き（c11-cρ，

R2=c~ ， 

間
吋

(22) QR=c14’ 
PR=O. 

Introducing出制 quantitiesinto (9), we get 

c1=c11=85.45x1010 dynes/c岨ヘ 、
ら C戸支（c11-C12）＋きω平，； ｛ま（cu一 C12）ーをc"}2+c~. ， I 

~ (23) 
C2 = 28.98 X 1QIO dynes/cm2 , r 
C8=67.22×1010 dynes/cm2 , ' 

and from (7), 

).1=1' P1＝ν1=0' 

A2=0, 内＝0.857'

A3=0, ん＝ -0.515' v3=0.857. 

(24) 

The normal modes of vibrations are given by the following equaもions:

~＝Acベq寸） ·e'P1,)
'1=ii, l 

'2=0.857世＋o.5t5w, I 
es= -0.515暫＋0.857w,) 

while the electric field in the direction z伺 nnotexcite but the displace-

ment包剖 is8即nfrom ( 20 ), so that the fr珂uency'of vibration is 

＿！！＿＝ムイヱ」旦×0.284x 106 cycl飽／田c.' (26) 
2π2α ..，. p 

where 
(25) 

andもhemode of vibrations is 

戸Ac怜π~）·仰 (27) 

that is, the pure longitudinal vibration along the normal to the boundary 
surfa偲 s.

AB an e玄perimentalexample, a quartz oscillating crystal 0.0922 x 2.610 

×2.684 cm3 (the normal to the major surfaces inclines 7' to出eaxis x) 

has the fundamental frequency ・of thickness vibration 3.10 x 1伊 cycles/sec.,
from which we get 
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p 1 6_  1 
7 一＝－X0.0922×3.10×10ー－X0.286×106cycles/sec., (28) 
z π α α  

which i日日開nto be very near upon the theoretical result. 

(2) In Y-c凶 quartzplate designated by Y in Fig. 1, the direction 

cosines of normal 句 themajor surfaces are chosen回

'In= 1' l=n=O, (29) 

hence six quantities of (19) become 

P＝き（c11-c12), PQ=O, l 
Q2=Cn, QR＝一C14' ~ 

R2=cu・ PR=O. J 

Introducing these quantities into (9), we get 

Ci＝き（cu一C12)=39.10x 1010 dynes/cm2，、
c~， c3= ~（c11 + c44） 土干／ ま（c11-c44)2+c~， , I 

> (31) 
c2= 93.31 x 1010 dynes/cm2’ i 
c3=49.23 x 1010 dynes/cm2, ) 

(30) 

and from (7), 

A1=1, 

).2=0' 

J.3=0, 

ん＝ν1=0,

的＝－0.907'

μ3=0.422, 
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(32) 

The normal modes of vibrations are given by 

where 

~＝A側（伊－；)-e'IH, ) 

~i=U • l 
~2＝ー0.907v-0.422w, I 
~3=0.422智一0.907w, ) 

of which ~2 and ~3 cannot be ほ citedpiezoelectrically by the electric field 

in the direction of y axis国 hclear from (20), so that the displacement 

is given by 

u=Ac倒 （q;r旦）・eipt, (34) 、α，
which自howsthaも the対brationis of pure shear 悶 ispointed OUもby

Prof. Dr. Cady. 3> 

(33) 

3) W. G. CADY: A shear mode of crys旬lvibration （乱加tract)Phys. Rev. Vol. 29, 
p. 617, 1927. 
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The frequency of vibration is 

_l!_ = .!!___It.戸こ主乙＝旦×0.192x 106 cycles/s肌， (35) 
2πα 可 2pα

while in the 抑制mentby a sample 0.1909 x 3.200 x 3.304 cm3 (the normal 

to the major surfaces inclines 6' to the axis y）ιhe fundamental frequency 

of thickness vibration is 1.02 x 106 cycles／：日間．， that is 

--?-=_!_ x 0.1909 x 1.02 x 106=_!_ x 0.195 x 106 cycles/sec., (36) 
z παα  

which is also seen to be very near upon the theoretical res凶（35).

(3) In quartz plate cut parallel to a surface of positive rhombohedron 

designated by r in Fig. 1 (say R-cut plate4>), the vibration is observed to 

be extremely vigorous andもhethird harmonic vibration (q=3) can often 

be sustained by Pierce circuit，の in which an oscillating crystal plate is 

placed between grid and filament of a three electrode thermionic tube. 

In this case the direction cosines of normal to the major surfaces are : 

where 

l=O, ni= -sin O, 

2.200 
O=arctailー←一一一

113 

、E
E
E

‘，・・
E

，

Anv 。。。
ρ
U
 一一

旬

(37) 

朗自hownin Fig. 2, hence six quantities of (19) become 

pi＝き（c11 -c12) sin20 + c-H c田市－－： c14 sin 20 , 

Q2=c11 sin20 + c岨 cos20十句会 sin20, 

Ri＝仏 sin2(J十Cぉ cos20,

PQ=O, 

QR= -c14 sin20 -( c13 + c44) sin 0 cos 0 , 

PR=O. 

(38) 

Introducing these into (9), we geも

C1＝き（en-C12）日in20＋臼cos20-c14 sin 20 = 62.39×1010 dynes/cm2 , l 
ら＝41.10x 1010 dynes/cm2, ) (39) _ 

c3=92.78 x 1010 dynes/cm2, J 

and from (7), 

4) I. K関心 R心utquartz oscillating cry自切lpl蜘 andthe harmonic vibration.-
Supplementary I日呂田， Jour. I.耳.E.Japan, pp. 170-172, April, 1932. 

5) G. W. PIERCE : Piezoelectric crystal resonators and cry蜘 1oscilla旬 開 品ppliedto 
the pre儲 ioncalibraむionof wave-meters-Proo. A.A.A.S. Vol. 59, pp. 81-106, 1923. 
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A1=1, 

).2=0, 

).3=0, 

P1＝νi=O, 

f12＝ー0.818'

μ通＝ -0.575' 
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(40) 

The normal modes of vibrations are given by 

e=A側仏 －y自in(J+z c倒。）－e"'',)
、 α ’ E

where e1＝旬， l
ι＝ー0.818智一o.575w, I 
es= -0.575曹＋0.818w, } 

of which e2 and es伺 nnotbe e玄citedpiezoelectrically by the electric field 

along yz plane制 is拠en-from (20), so thaもthedisplacement包 givenby 

( -y sin (J+z C倒。、
旬＝Acos( qπ 卜e刷，（42)

＼ α J  

(41) 

which shows that the mode of vibration is of pure sh飽 .r. The frequency 

of vibration is 

_!!__=_!I_ Jム＝!L x 0.242 x 106 cycles/a伺.' (43) 
2π2α’v pα  

while in the ほ periment by a. sample 0.1002 x 2.592 x 2.762 cm3 (the 

major surfaces inclines within l＇旬 asurface of positive rhombohedron r) 
伽 fundamentalfrequency of thickn欄 vibration包 2.47x 106 cycles/1蹴．，

that is 

p 1 1 
τー＝ー×0.1002x 2.47 x 106=-x 0.247 x 106 cycles/sec., (44) 
五παα

which is al自O 目前nもobe very n倒 rupon the theoreti叫 lresult ( 43). 

There have been published several papers6> upon出eexcitation of 

harmonic vibrations of a quartz佃 cillatingcrystal悶 aresonator, but as far 

倒 weare aware, none h邸 yetsucceeded to sustain harmonic vibration, and 

that in the thickness vibration, of crystal i旬elf回 anoscillator, while the 

present crystal plate can often be sustained i旬 vibrationsof the first and 

third harmonic separately by the Pierce circuit above-mentioned. Fig. 3 

shows the characteristic features of the倒 cillator. The higher frequency of 

vibration is e邸 ilyobserved by heterodyne frequency meter to be just three 

times出叫 of出elower. 

6) E. GIEBE und A. ScHEIBE : Sichtbarmachung von hochfrequent:.en Longitudi-
nalschwingungen piezoelektrischer Krista））鈍総lie.ZS. f. Phys. Bd. 33, s. 335, 1925. ere. 
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Examples of. dimentional proportionsηwhich are suited for the third 

harmonic vibrations are : 

Dime回 io田（ems)
0.052 x 2.26 x 2.84 
0.069 x 2.24 x 2.56 

0.093×2.56×2.57 

0.114 x 2.09 x 2.70 

0.155 x 2.47×2.81 

0.185 x 2.77 x 2.98 

.Approx. Frequency of Vibrations (cycles/I蹴．）
4.80 x 106 and 4.80×106x 3 

3.55x1伊 and 3.5fr×1伊 x3
2.66 x 106 and 2.66 x 106×3 

2.17 x 106 and 2.17×106 x 3 

1.59×106 and 1.59 x 106 x 3 

1.34 x 106 and 1.34 x 106 x 3 

(45) 

(Inclinatio凶 ofthe major surfaces to a surface or肝 sitiverhombo-

hedron r are generally not gr回terthan 10’）． 

( 4) If the boundary surf：邸側 areparallel to乱 surfaceof negative 

rhombohedron designa旬dby 〆inFig. l, (say R匂凶 plate)normal modes 

and frequencies of vibrations can be studied quite similarly剖 h the previous 

case, the only difference being the rever飽lof the sign of {} in Fig. 2. 

Thus 

C1＝き（c11 -c12) sin2(J + c4'i co自吻＋c14 sin 2{}= 29.59 x 1010 dyn倒1/cm2, (46) 

and 

__JJ__= _!LJム＝＿！＿x 0.167×1伊 cycles／蹴・ (47) 
2π2α’v pα  

The displacement 

旬＝Ac佃伊 ysin(J+zc倒。〕・ 6制 (48) 
' a / 

gives a pure shear vibration. 

From the experiment with a sample 0.07611×2.76×3.19 cm8 (the major 

surfaces inclines 5＇もoa surface of negative rhombohedron〆） the frequency 

of vibration is 2.20×1伊 cycles/1蹴.， that is 

p 1 6 1 
τー＝ー×0.0765×2.20x 10 =-x 0.168×1伊 cycles/1蹴.' (49) 
~；παα 

which is very near uponもhetheoreti岨lresults ( 4 7). 

It is s田nabove that the frequency of vibr叫ionm回 sured回乱 piezo-

electric oscilla品ingcrystal is always little higher than th叫伺lculatedfrom 

elastic constants. This small difference musもbe,to a certain extent, due 

to the finiteness of the boundary surfaces of plate, buもitis noもoverlooked

that the frequency of pure mechanical vibration is different from that as a 

7) I. Kooι： Note on the. Pi包伺，JectricQu乱由 O叫 la伽 gCrystal rゅ rdedfrom the 
Principle of Similitud＇争ーJourn.i.E.E. Japan, Supplement品ryIssue, pp. 27-28, April, 1931 ; 
Proc. I. R. E. Vol. 19, No. 6, pp. 1022-1023, June, 1931. 
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piezoelectric oscillating crystal. In fact, when crystal plate is excited to 

vibrate with its natural vibration, the equivalent elastic constants become 

slightly greater than that which is determined elasto-statically. For e玄：ample,

by strain e制 besidesthe stress cne.,,., the polarization of e11e..,. is produced, 

£11 being the piezoelectric constant，自O that the crystal, being acted by the 

electric field of 4πe11e-fK, where K is the dielectric constant, gives the str欄

4π：.~1e.,.,/K, which adds to the above-mentioned stress c11e...,. Consequently 

the resultant adiabatic elastic constant c~1 becomes 

C~1=C11 ＋生生＝cnfi+4π×（4.77x10')2 }=cu(l+0.0074）伊0)
l 85.45×1010×4.5 J 

In other words, to replace a 

quartz oscillating crystal by an 

叫 uivalent electrical neもwork,8> we 

must，部品ownin Fig. 4, co田 ider

C11 which represents the capacity of 

the quartz as a mere diel舵 tric,

parallel to the series resonance circuit 

L0, C0, Ro representing the mechani伺 l

vibrating system. Such is the伺 se,

we 伺 n easily understand that the 

electrically measured natural fre-

quency of vibration determined by 

Lo，σ。， C1is always higher than 

that determined by L0，σ0. The ratio 

CofC1 is, in general, not greater than 

1/100. 

4. Thickness Vibration of 

Tourmaline Plate. 

Tourmaline is not yet widely 

used 胞がezoel回 tric oscillating 

．
 

’L
H
 

c, c. 

R. 

Fig. 4. 
crystal, and we have no occasion to 

investigate by fine crystal, but we can foresee the normal modes and fre-

quencies of vibrations in the first approximation. 

The adiabatic elastic constants referred to the co-ordinate axes shown 

8) D. W. DYE: Piezoelectric quartz re~唱団tor and equivalent electrical circuit-
Proc. Phys. Soc., Vol.. 38, pp. 399-457, 1926. 
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in Fig. 5 are composed of the same scheme 

with (17), therefore the general expr錨sion

to determine the values of c is the same with 

that of quartz. The numerical values of 

adiabatic elastic constants勾 anddensity are 

c11=270.17 x 1010 dynes/cmペ
C沼＝160.69×1010dynes/cm2 , 

C品＝ 66.71×1010 dynes/cmヘ
C12= 69.06 X 1川 ynes/cm2,~ （日）
C13= 8.83 x 1010 dynes/cm2 , 

-c14= 7.75 x 1010 dynes/cm2, 

and p=3.100 grams/cm3 say. 

7-

包

Fig. 5. 

By the way, the relations between electric fields and strains are: 

%＝ーらE11+d31E.,

e1111= d.1.2E11+da1E., 

e •• = d認E., 

ーら＝0.69x 10-s C.G.S. units, 

d33=5.78 x 10-s C.G.S. units, 

eva＝ 九E",

e,..= du,E,., 

匂＝－2らE,.,

d31= 0.74x10-s C.G.S. units, 

d15=11.04×10-s C.G.S. uni旬．

(52) 

(1) If a plate泊 cutby two planes perpendicular to出eprincipal 

a玄is,the direction cosines of normal are 

l＝例＝0,

six quantities of (19) reduce to 

P=c,,, 

Qz=c,,' 

K"=c，ぉ，

n=1, (53) 

PQ=O, l 
QR=O, ~ 

PR=O. I 

(54) 

Introducing these quantities into (9), we get 

c1=C2=c,,= 66.71x1010 dynes/cm2, ' 
I • ~ (55) 

Cg =Cぉ＝160.69 x 1010 dynes/cm’』
and from (7), 

ん＝1,

P2=l, 

νs=l, 

The normal modes of vibrations are 
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(56) 
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where 
(57) 

of which切 canonly be e玄citedpiezoelectrically by the electric field along 

the axis z，剖包目eenfrom (52). Accordingly the vibration is of pure 

longitudinal. The corresponding frequency of vibration is 

__p__= _!!_ J －生＝.!l._x 0.360×106 cycles/1日侃 (58) 
2π2α’v pα  

(2) If a plate is cut by two planes perpendicular to the axis x all the 

theoretical results are quite similar to th叫 ofX-cuもquartzplate. Thus 

c1=c11=270.17x1010 dynes/cm2, l 
c2 = 102.25 x 1010 dynes/cm2 , } 

C3 = 65.03 X 1010 dyn問：／cm2,J 
(59) 

A1=1, 

A2=0, 

l3=0, 

P1＝ν1=0, 

fl.2=0.977, 

Ps＝ー0.213.
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(60) 

The normal modes of vibrations are 

where 

e=Acos（寸）社）
ei＝旬， l
ez=0.977智一o.213w, I 
es= -0.213v-0.977w, } 

while the electric field in出edirection x cannot excite the displacement '1 

and can hardly e玄citeez剖 isseen from ( 52), and the period of e2 and 

es are: 

__!!__=_!LJ丘＝!L×0.287x 106 cycles/sec. , (62) 
2π2α’v pα  

(61) 

__p__ = _!]__ J丘＝!Lx 0.229 x 106 cycles/s肌（63)
2π2α’v pα  
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5. Conclusions. 

1. The thickness vibration of a thin piezoelectric crystal plate is due 

to the standing wave produced by the interference of plane waves incident 

to and reflected from the major plane boundary surfac倒 of出eplate. 

2. There are出reenormal modes in the thickness vibration, and 

corresponding frequencies are given in . the first appro玄imationby a re-

presentative formula: 

-1!__ = _!l__J工，（15)
2π2α 可 ρ

where q-any integer, 

αーもhicknessof the plate, 

p-density of the medium, 

and c is a root of the cubic equation 

P-c PQ PR 

PQ Q2-c QR 

PR QR R2-c 

where P二 lc1+mc6 ＋伺C5'

Q=lc6+mc2+nc4, 

R=lc5+mc4+nc3, 

(9) 

in which Cu C2・・・...have no quantitative meaning, but in P', PQ，…・ .c~ is 

to be replaced by Cw c1c2 by c12 and so on, c11，切12，……beingthe adiabatic 

elastic constants. 

Especially in Quartz and Tourmaline, 

P = l2cu + ~m2( c11一C12)+ri!-c剖 ＋2mnc14,

Q2 = ~l2( C11 -C12) + mzcu -tてn2c44-2mncH , 

R2=(l2+m2)c岨 ＋nzcss'

均 ＝2nlc14＋きlm(c11 + c12) , 

QR= (l2-m2)c14 +mn(c13+c44), 

PR=2l附 H+nl(c1a+cu).

(19) 

3. These出reenormal modes of vibration may or may not be sustained 

piezoelectri阻 llyaccording t6 . the orientation of the major surfaces. 

4. The fundamental frequency and mode of thickness vibration of 

quartz and tourmaline oscillating crystals are: 
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Mode of 
Vibration 
Longitu-
dinal 

Fundamental Frequency of Vibration Cutting 

一仰fv
 十内11-C12)/2p

zα 

X-cut 

Shear 

去内（c1「c~sin20+ c44 co 

Y-cut 
闘世話ロ

σ Shear 

会〆｛を（cu一旬） sIIl2tl~両日白n-20)/p -
zα 

R-cut 

‘ 
Sh倒 r

Longitu-
dinal ~-vc;;r;; 

乙α

K-cuも

Tourmaline 
Z-cuも

2.200 
O=arc句n－胃「

i/ 3 
(37) 

5. Electrically m他 surednatural frequency of thickness vibration is 

always little higher than that calculated by the formula (15). 

6. Adiabatic elastic constants of piezoelectric crystals are able to be 

determined in the first approximation by the measurement of frequencies 

of thickness vibrations of thin plates prepared with given crystals. 

7. Many authors have employed the formula 

p - q IE 
2π2α~ p 

for the frequency of longitudinal vibration of a thin plate, but it is obvious 

that this formula is only true provided the length αof the medium is 

sufficiently long compared with the dimensions of the cross section, and 

not valid for the thickn側 vibration部 isalso easily verified by numerical 

evaluation. 

8. Harmonic vibration of quartz oscillating crystal plate can some-

times be maintained in the Pierce circuit. 

9. It musも be remembered that in our treatment the boundary 

surfaces are assumed to extend to infinity, so that the various complexiti倒

in fr叫 uencyand mode of vibration observed by many authors do not enter 

into the discu関ion.

(E: Young’s modulus) 

where 
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